Congress comes down on Mexico

By Carolyn Skarnicki

WASHINGTON — It is a tribute to President Clinton, a House committee chairman who hasiji.sited Congress to vote today on a measure to revoke its certification that Mexico is cooperating with the United States in the fight against illegal drugs that the day may come to note that he is leading the fight.

The House is expected to muster a majority Thursday to revoke its certification that Mexico is cooperating fully in the war on drugs. However, the mostly symbolic measure approved 23-1 by the International Relations Committee would allow Clinton to veto a resolution in an emergency session of Congress that could have a significant impact on Mexico.

Supporters of the resolution cited a way to signal discontent with Mexico's conduct in the war on drugs and the Clinton administration's action in certifying that Mexico is cooperating. Rep. Clay Shrew, D-Fla., sponsor of a decertification measure, said that Mexico should be "a very strong partner to our security in Mexico" without criticizing the administration and trade with Mexico. "The issue before us today is nothing less than the well-being of America's children," he said. Chairman Benjamin Gilman, R-N.Y., who opposed the decertification measure, said the measure was "a significant error in judgment." He added that Mexico was cooperating with the United States in combating drug trafficking.

The live vote opposed the resolution that was two Republican votes and one Democratic vote, and Mexico is likely to be successful in revoking its certification that Mexico is cooperating with the United States in the war on drugs.

By GARRY.
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People in the News

Jury finds Hardy guilty of murder

By Gem Smith

COURT, Iowa -- April 18.-- The jury in the Hardy murder trial today returned a verdict of guilty. Roger Hardy, 65, was convicted of first-degree murder in the shooting death of his wife, 35-year-old Juanita C. Hardy, in their home on October 3, 2003. The jury deliberated for about four hours before returning the guilty verdict.

Hardy, who has been in custody since his arrest, will be sentenced to life in prison without parole. The trial lasted for two weeks and featured testimony from over twenty witnesses, including police officers, neighbors, and friends of the victim.

Juanita Hardy was a teacher at a local elementary school and was well-known in the community for her kindness and dedication to her students. Her death shocked the community and left a void in the lives of those who knew her.

Hardy was represented by Assistant Public Defender, Mark Johnson, who argued that there was insufficient evidence to sustain a conviction. However, the jury was not convinced and found Hardy guilty.

The case will now proceed to sentencing, where Hardy's sentence will be determined. The prosecution is expected to seek the maximum sentence of life without parole.
Nation

GOP compromises on fund-raising probe

By Larry Margaruk

WASHINGTON — A Republican

spokesman this week urged that any

GOP fund raising — along with pos-

sible involvement in campaign

finance — be separated from the

mainstream of party activities.

"We do need to get on with some-

thing," the Republican National Com-

mittee's 9-6 vote, said attempting

to blunt allegations Democrats are

using the results to permit an investi-

gation of "soft money" fund raising —

which is not considered illegal —

but rarely involving illegality.

"We have eliminated two big

abused areas of campaign finance
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Cutting edge of wagon science

By Harry Rosenfeld

Associated Press
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whether microbes from Earth could
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Jury deadlocks in N.C. racial killing case

By Ites Thompson

FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. — A jury deadlocked on the sentence of a white man who struck and killed two black people afteropes that they were44 (515)181-1300 WtnIty',

"I've always been told that classical music is to go
with your line of work, because it is a relaxing music."

"It's always a way to help put my mind at ease."

"I think it's a beautiful thing to learn."

"I don't know why they would want to do that, but it's something that I would like to learn more about."
Wal-Mart trapped between Canadian, U.S. laws

OTTAWA (AP) — Wal-Mart’s shoplifting season has become a diplomatic stand-off following a Justice Department investigation into charges the U.S. retail giant paid off a Mexican official to avoid paying a Canadian-made pajamas from the stores of the Canadian firm, the company and U.S. government officials said Tuesday.

-In bilingual announcement Tuesday, the company and the government said they had reached an agreement to resolve the investigation.

The deal lets Wal-Mart off the hook in Canada, but it raises questions about the company’s operations in the U.S. and its relationship with federal authorities.

The deal also raises questions about the company’s relationship with federal authorities, who are investigating the company’s corporate culture and its alleged improper payments.

The deal lets Wal-Mart off the hook in Canada, but it raises questions about the company’s operations in the U.S. and its relationship with federal authorities.

The deal also raises questions about the company’s relationship with federal authorities, who are investigating the company’s corporate culture and its alleged improper payments.
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"It's always an interesting project to have a person to wish well," Lueders said. "For a co-op, that's not commonplace." Lueders said. "You have to build a community that develops in the college dormitory."

In 1996, cholesterol-cutting drugs such as Zocor, Mevacor and Pravachol were already on the market. The drugs were hailed as being able to prevent heart attacks, a key goal of the medical community. The drugs were hailed as being able to prevent heart attacks, a key goal of the medical community.

"For a co-op, that's not commonplace," Lueders said. "You have to build a community that develops in the college dormitory.""
Iowa’s starting lineup. He has started all 20 games, and his boss: "A lot of people want to come to the game as a Hawkeye and that his parents, his friends and his teammates want to see him in front of his parents." The 6-foot-2 swingman is expecting his teammates to "be there for him, to support him, and to be there for his family." The game is scheduled for 6:05 p.m. at the Carver-Hawkeye Arena in Iowa City.

By Chris James

The Daily Iowan

Sports Briefs

HAWKEYE FOOTBALL

Fry extends contract

The University of Iowa has extended offensive coordinator Mark Fry’s contract through the 2008 season. Fry, who has completed the Hawkeyes’ 14th season, has led the Hawkeyes to 13 bowl games and three Big Ten titles. The Hawkeyes are currently 3-2 in the Big Ten and 15th in the coaches’ poll.

Swimming

UI swimming and diving team will compete in the B1G Championship in Indianapolis on Feb. 23-25.

Softball

UI softball will host the Big Ten Tournament on May 3-6.

Women’s Gymnastics

UI women’s gymnastics will compete in the NCAA Championships on April 15-17.

A new beginning

Moore's season ends with home crowd

IOWA vs. NORTHWESTERN

The men's basketball team will host Northwestern at 2 p.m. on Saturday, March 1. Northwestern is currently 15-13 overall and 6-11 in the Big Ten Conference. Iowa is 20-9 overall and 10-6 in the Big Ten.

Coach Fran McCaffery said, "The whole team is excited to have our fans here in the arena to support us." The game is expected to be a sellout.

Carver cops, let us support our Hawks!

Why is that image which will forever be ingrained in my memory? The Michigan State boys’ basketball team is the picture of perfection. Defense and offense. They have it. That’s what Iowa needs to do. They need to be able to defend and score. They need to be able to shut down the Big Ten’s best scorers. They need to be able to hold their own against the Big Ten’s best defenses. They need to be able to come out on top.

Iowa is facing the University of Illinois this weekend. Illinois is currently 21-11 overall and 10-6 in the Big Ten. They are coming into the game with a lot of confidence after their win over Northwestern. They are looking for a repeat of that performance.

Basketball facts

Iowa is 8-6 all-time against Illinois. They have won three of the last four games against the Fighting Illini. They have won six of the last 10 games against the Fighting Illini.

Who holds the Iowa men’s basketball record for field goal percentage in a season? Answer: Page 28.

Hawkeyes sports round-up, Page 3B

Eric Wollerton (left) and Iowa women face two foes, Page 4B

Is Rodman worth it? Page 4B

Steve Van Dyk

Photos by Thompson, The Daily Iowan

Sports Quiz

The Big Ten is scheduled for 7-10 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 26. The15th-ranked Spartans should be more repairing Iowa City. The last time the Big Ten team did it was 2001 in Iowa City. Iowa’s lone win of the season against a ranked opponent was over Minnesota in 2001. Iowa will be playing its final regular season game at the Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Sunday. They need to win on Senior Night to help solidify their NCAA Tournament bid.

Men gymnasts face Fieldhouse finale

The UI men’s gymnastics team will compete in the NCAA Championships on April 15-17.

Iowa Seniors
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The BIG TEN TOURNAMENT

Continued from Page 18

"He got scored on it was a steal, very within," said one, and continued, "we had kept him well in the second half, and we scored on him.

All signs of the commentary have been removed. Good and bad, and there are so many people who are happy and sad, and he realized it didn't come back.

The other two No. 1-ranked Hawkeyes are Mark Streeter at 139 and Joe Willman at 159. Both have perfect 26-0 marks and have not lost a single match this year.

IOWA VS. NORTHWESTERN

Northwestern is going to give as a good effort as their home court. It's not exactly their best time, but they're close.

I think they're going to come flying out of the gate and they know what it's like to be in that match and they've stayed with everybody.

The Hawkeyes, who have won two games in a row, are looking to keep the intensity up through the NCAA tournament.

I just think we have to pick up our play and make sure we keep it up for the tournament. We have to practice a little harder and get a little harder. We're going to need that because the intensity is much higher.

MEN'S GYMNASTICS

Continued from Page 18

Even though Iowa is at the Carlsbad筷子, the Hawkeyes managed to jump back to No. 10.

The Hawkeyes are on fire and are looking to make a statement this weekend.

We have, who have never played in the NCAA tournament, and the team is returning to the Northeast in an attempt to win the first round of the NCAA.

"We're going to look at it as we are and see how we are," said one. And the Hawkeyes have that mentality going into the tournament, knowing that if we lose that's the last game of the year and we're going to keep our heads up."

"I just thought we had a lot of intensity up through the NCAA.

MEN'S TENNIS
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The Hawkeyes have won their last two matches at the NCAA tournament, and they are going to keep up that intensity.
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Hawkeye sports roundup

Softball

This Week: Leaving injury concerns behind and cold weather out of the forecast, the Iowa softball team is on the road this weekend. The Hawkeyes (12-12, 3-3 Big Ten) will travel to Minneapolis to face Minnesota on Friday and Saturday. According to Iowa head coach Renee Gillispie, she believes the team is ready to compete.

Men's Tennis

This Week: The Hawkeye men's tennis team travels to South Bend, Ind., to take on Notre Dame on March 9. The match will be played at 3:30 p.m. at Notre Dame University's Campbell Center.

Women's Gymnastics

This Week: The Iowa women's gymnastics team travels to Columbus, Ohio, to compete in the NCAA Great Lakes Regionals. The meet will be held on Saturday, March 10. The competition is set to begin at 11 a.m.

Meet Notes: Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota, and Eastern Michigan are also competing in the meet. The Hawkeyes will be looking to improve their chances of qualifying for the NCAA Championships.

Player Comments: "I think this will be a good meet for us," said Iowa head coach Steffen Keutgen. "We've been working hard all season, and I think we have a good chance of qualifying."
Sports

Iowa seeks first conference win

By Becky Cramer
The Daily Iowan

Last weekend each major maize described their team's victory in a conference game through performance. This weekend, maize would find it to have taken a step further.

"Jordan said we have, " Jordan said. "We're 882 percentage, a 72-win pace. We're not sure if that's good or bad. We just feel like we're having a good time," Jordan said. "We're playing as a team, and we're playing as a team."

"I think we can win the conference," Jordan said. "We're playing as a team, and we're playing as a team."

Bulls debate Rodman's worth

By Mike Nadel
The Daily Iowan

Bulls forward Michael Jordan says the Chicago Bulls don't need new stars to win NBA championships. Coach Phil Jackson doesn't want to see another superstar added to the team, either. "We've got a lot of heart in this team," Jordan said. "It's not like we're not having fun."

"I don't think it's a matter of having a superstar," Jackson said. "I think it's a matter of having a team."}

Bite Marks/The Daily Iowan

The Hawks are on the rise and Jordan's career is on the decline. He's worth having after we beat a team by 40. Wait until we say Longley, Rodman's biggest supporter, "I've seen a difference in their attitude this year," Longley said. "We had to prove to ourselves that we could play with the best of them, and we did."

"That was a great win," Longley said. "We had to prove to ourselves that we could play with the best of them, and we did."

Youth sports

The Hawks and Hawks on the ten-cent court, Iowa has enjoyed just one win. But according to Mainz, that's not going to stop the team from continuing to win. "We haven't had a lot of success against Indiana," Mainz said. "But just as our women's basketball team around, anything can happen in any given game."

Soccer Kristen McCracken's six goals against Illinois on the same day this season were her last. They were in the past, McCracken said. "If they could have gone either way," McCracken said. "I've seen a difference in their attitude this year," Longley said. "I think they're up to the challenge."
### Classifieds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Service</td>
<td>319-533-4517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teller</td>
<td>319-533-4517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hills Bank and Trust Company</td>
<td>319-533-4517</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baseball**
A $120,000 bonus is available to the woman who registers with United States on Thursday. They seek another opportunity, of training Feb. 20 at boot camp in Parris Island. They gave me $11,000, not 314. Nothing is taking this meet seriously, Sgt. Jeter. The Yankees sought $3.00, not $314. The Associated Press.

**Boxing**
Bowe wants one more shot at U.S. Marine Corps
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**WE'VE PROVED IT!**

**AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION**

**The Iowa Daily - Iowa City, Iowa - Friday, March 7, 1997 - 56**
Volunteers invited to participate in High Blood Pressure Research: Volunteers who have high blood pressure. Volunteers are invited to participate in a research study to determine factors associated with the development of high blood pressure. The study is open to individuals who are not currently taking medication for high blood pressure and who are at least 18 years old. The study will take place at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics on the third floor of the Hospital of the University of Iowa, Room 3004. For more information, please contact Dr. John S. B. Young at 319-356-7700. Additional details can be found online at the University of Iowa Office of Research and Development website.

Vacation...The excitement of working...the satisfaction of being the best you can be! The Klinard Corporation, a leading provider of professional baby sitting services, is seeking experienced baby sitters for our summer or camp positions. Positions are available in Coralville, Iowa and surrounding areas. The Klinard Corporation is located at 101 East Washington Street, Coralville, IA 52241-1341. Please call 319-356-7700 or visit our website at www.klinard.com to apply online.

Computer Specialist/Systems Programmer

This position will require experience in computer systems administration and programming. Responsibilities include maintaining computer systems, providing technical support to users, and performing system upgrades. Applicants should have a degree in computer science or a related field and at least one year of experience in a similar role. The preferred candidate will have experience with Windows NT and Unix systems. This is a full-time, permanent position with benefits. Interested candidates should apply online at www.cordivalleynet.com.

Iowa State Bank & Trust Co.

Computer Specialist/Systems Programmer

This is a full-time position requiring a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or a related field and at least one year of experience in computer systems administration and programming. Applicants should have experience with Windows NT and Unix systems. This position offers a comprehensive benefits package including health insurance, dental insurance, and a 401(k) plan. Interested candidates should apply online at www.cordivalleynet.com.

Temporary Employment

Village of Coralville, Coralville, Iowa

Village of Coralville is seeking applicants for the position of Temporary Employment Worker. This position involves providing support to the Village of Coralville, including tasks such as cleaning, general maintenance, and other related duties. Applicants must have a high school diploma or equivalent and be able to pass a background check. This is a part-time position with a flexible schedule. Interested candidates should apply online at www.cordivalleynet.com.

**Do you have ASTHMA?**

Volunteers are invited to participate in a new research study. Have you ever been hospitalized, had an emergency room visit, or taken more than two medications for your asthma? If so, you may be eligible to participate in this study. The study will evaluate the effectiveness of a new medication in reducing asthma symptoms. The study will take place at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. For more information, please call 319-356-7700.

**TELLER**

If you are looking for a part-time job during school breaks and holidays, we are hiring tellers. We are located in Coralville, Iowa and offer a competitive salary and benefits package. The position is available immediately and requires a high school diploma or equivalent. Interested candidates should apply online at www.cordivalleynet.com.

**Hospitals and Clinics Telecommunications Technician**

Iowa City, Iowa

The Hospitals and Clinics Telecommunications Technician is responsible for maintaining and troubleshooting telecommunications equipment. This position requires the ability to work independently and as part of a team. Applicants should have experience in telecommunications and should be proficient in the use of Microsoft Office. The position is available immediately and requires a high school diploma or equivalent. Interested candidates should apply online at www.cordivalleynet.com.

**Computer Specialist/Systems Programmer**

This position is responsible for maintaining and improving the computer systems used by the Village of Coralville. The successful candidate will have a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or a related field and at least one year of experience in computer systems administration and programming. This is a full-time position with a flexible schedule. Interested candidates should apply online at www.cordivalleynet.com.

**Volunteers Needed**

We are seeking volunteers to help with a research study on the effects of exercise on blood pressure. The study will take place at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics. Volunteers will be asked to exercise for 30 minutes three times per week for six weeks. The study will evaluate the effectiveness of exercise in reducing blood pressure. The position is available immediately and requires a high school diploma or equivalent. Interested candidates should apply online at www.cordivalleynet.com.
Iowa City's own Pompeii V garners national attention with electronica

Katherine Hunzell

Riding the rocket of electronic music that is currently sweeping the country, Iowa City trip-pop and Pompeii V is about to land in Los Angeles.

With a new contract from a national recording label, Secrets and a proposed invitation to perform at A.I.R., the Iowa City band is poised to break onto the national music scene. The band's latest album, Oxygen Sensor, topped at No. 18 on Billboard's dance albums chart in February.

Secrets is the mind behind the band, singer/guitarist Jonathan Payne and drummer Matt "Logo" Copman. When not involved with Secrets, Payne has played in the bands Bix, Beethoven and Black and Blue.

The name Secrets is the mind behind the band, singer/guitarist Jonathan Payne and drummer Matt "Logo" Copman. When not involved with Secrets, Payne has played in the bands Bix, Beethoven and Black and Blue.

The band's new album, Oxygen Sensor, caught the attention of A.I.R., a Los Angeles-based independent label known for its dance-pop hits.

"Oxygen Sensor is the perfect fit for our label," said A.I.R. president John MacMillan. "It's a fresh, new sound that will appeal to a wide audience.

Payne said the band was thrilled to receive the offer from A.I.R.

"We were really excited to hear that they were interested in our music," Payne said. "It's a great opportunity for us to get our music out to a wider audience.

The band's debut album, Oxygen Sensor, is expected to be released later this year.

Payne said the band has been working on the album for several months and is excited to see it come to fruition.

"We've been working on it for a long time, and we're really happy with the way it's turning out," Payne said. "We think it's a great representation of our sound and style.

Payne said the band is planning to tour extensively in support of the album and is excited to see what the future holds.

"We're really looking forward to getting out on the road and playing for our fans," Payne said. "We're excited to share our music with as many people as possible.

The band's debut album, Oxygen Sensor, is expected to be released later this year. The band is planning to tour extensively in support of the album and is excited to see what the future holds.